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Many people have never heard of it and others mostly refer to it as the funny looking walk or some other
derogatory description. Even in a recent TV ad banned shortly after its release of Mr. T making fun of a race
walker, Mr. Instead he called to the individual as a speed walker and shoots Snickers bars at him. Race
walking is the competitive form of athletic walking and--contrary to the beliefs of many--it has a long and
colorful history. Pedestrians did battle using super human strength and endurance, walking in multi-day
contests to determine the fittest and fastest in the land. Does this sound too good to be true? Actually, it
already happened. Similar evidence indicates that walking competitions existed in early Greek civilizations.
These early contests were loosely defined. Many were simply go-as-you-please, long distance events, with
competitors alternating at will between running and walking. But the sport has evolved through several
incarnations since these times. The Gambling Invasion One of these evolutions involved betting large sums of
money on walking contests. One famous example occurred in England in An English nobleman, Sir Robert
Carey, wagered he could walk non-stop for miles. Winning the bet, he set the stage for even greater walking
feats. In he journeyed an amazing miles across Europe in 41 days. However, there was a change in players.
Instead they enlisted gladiators to do their bidding. Though a far cry from the 5K weekend shuffles we are
accustomed to, these early events mark the beginning of regularly held walking competitions. The sport of
pedestrianism came full circle by the mid 18th century. The second half of the 18th century saw individual
walkers battling the clock in the quest for glory and riches.
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A great one-stop resource for all things walking related. Tips on warm-ups and cool-downs, stretches and
walking for health and weight management. Gear Box Most racewalkers wear running shoes, but they need to
be very flexible. Some racewalkers prefer racing flats or minimalist shoes that are lighter and have less
cushioning than a standard running shoe. Featuring wicking Flash Dry fibers, this technical crewneck adds a
little warmth, but remains breathable. Your complete guide to all things racewalking. A history of racewalking
is also included. He also enjoys biking, kayaking and cross-country skiing. Can you break it down into
mechanics for us and explain what exactly the racewalker does? There are two rules in racewalking. Briefly,
the leading leg must be straight no knee bend from when it strikes the ground until it passes vertical, and one
foot must be in contact with the ground at all times based on what the naked eye can see. The mechanics of
racewalking enable the racer to maximize their speed while adhering to these two rules. The stride in front is
short, with the foot at a degree angle â€” this makes it a lot easier to keep that straight leg. The stride in back is
longer so the racer can push off with their toe to help bring that trailing leg forward faster. Racewalkers also
rotate their hips because that helps their legs move faster and more efficiently. And racewalkers swing their
arms more aggressively than runners because a strong and fast arm swing translates to stronger and faster leg
movement. Can high-mileage racewalkers succumb to the same kinds of injuries as runners who are putting in
an equivalent workouts? On national and international platforms, racewalkers regularly compete in 20K and
50K races. Racewalking is easier on the body than running: Runners hit the ground with the equivalent of five
to seven times their body weight with each stride, while racewalkers hit with about two to three times their
body weight. So the impacts to the feet, knees, hips, etc. However, racewalkers can still be subject to overuse
and other training injuries. How can people interested in racewalking get started? Racewalking is a great sport;
it can provide terrific workouts and fun competitions, but there can be a bit of a learning curve. Anybody at
any age can learn to racewalk, but they should expect that it will take some practice. However, it is well worth
the time and effort. We have free racewalking clinics and training sessions twice a month in Portsmouth that
are open to new and experienced racewalkers. It is helpful to read about racewalking and to view slow motion
video of racewalkers which can be found on YouTube. But nothing is as good as working with an experienced
racewalker who can explain, demonstrate and teach the technique.
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Race Walking Technique Introduction When people approach me to teach them to race walk, they usually fit
within one of four broad categories: Of the four groups, the last actually has the mental advantage. People in
the first three groups often approach race walking technique with predetermined ideas of how fast they should
be walking. Ask any runner who has tried race walking and not continued with it, and he or she will tell you:
While difficult is a very vague term, it reflects the fact that the sport takes a much greater degree of sustained
focus and concentration on technical details than running. Nevertheless, once basic technique is mastered, race
walking is actually an easier sport to progress within because competitors avoid the injuries that continually
plague runners. Do As I Say Do not mimic the technique of other people who race walk. Instead, follow the
detailed instructions described here and on my DVD. All too often I hear that a race walker tried one thing or
another because he or she observed someone else do it. For example, look at the photo of Kevin Eastler right.
While Kevin exhibits completely legal technique and is capable of walking at incredible speeds, he has a
wicked bow in his leg that causes his foot to duck out as he carries his leg under and through. Because Kevin
is the U. You will most likely get injured very quickly! Are your body proportions the same? Are you strong
enough to move your muscle groups in the same manner? Are you correctly interpreting what you see? For all
of these reasons, please: Do as I say, not as you see. Patience is a Virtue That Comes to Those Who Wait In
the early days of learning race walking technique, the key is not focusing on your pace. Your slower pace
builds solid skills, enabling you to walk faster later. Remember, like any complex skill, the sport of race
walking takes time to master, and not everyone progresses to efficient, legal technique at the same rate. Some
aspiring race walkers master the technique in as little as two months or as long as two years. Rushing the
learning process causes illegal technique and other inefficient habits. Acquired early in your walking career,
such habits quickly become ingrained and difficult to unlearn. Master all of the techniques explained in this
section before attempting any of the training schedules explained on the DVD.
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See their ad in the Nov82 issue of 99er Magazine on page On front cover of 99er Magazine. Bell Labs
scientist, who along with Walter Brattain and William Shockley, invented the transistor in It was originally
released in June as a commercial offering. Torg carft are headed toward your Titan outpost and your mission is
to attack them before they reach Titan. An educational cartridge, designed by Texas Instruments, to help
children in grades learn basic parts of speech and how they are used to build sentences. Each boasts a loyal
following. Programmers have usually written for one or the other, investing thousands of hours developing
techniques, that enabled them to wring every bit of power from the machines. As a result, there are now more
games and a greater variety available for them than for any other computer. The future looks equally
promising. But why should you care how many Commodore has sold? Because the more they sell, the more
lucrative a market the 64 becomes for the major software houses, which up to now have produced games
almost exclusively for the Apple and Atari. Already more than hit games for those machines have been
translated for the A number of new games have been written specifically for C, too. All good computers, but
with distinct disadvantages for game-playing. Relatively few games exist for the IBM, also. It is completely
compatible with the Atari , so the same cartridges as well as disk and cassette-based games work on either one.
Utilizing the same video chip that delivers such outstanding color and animation on the , the boasts impressive
sound effects, too. The big difference is that the has only 16K memory, and the has 48K. But the more
elaborate adventure games are on disk and demand more memory. They employ the same BASIC, but the
machine code addresses used by sophisticated software are not the same. Both the 64 and the VIC do feature
excellent sound, though. Plenty of cartridges are available, and more translations--like Shamus and
Pipes--appear every day. Despite the impressive number sold, the Radio Shack line has never appealed to
game-writers, which means its game library is limited. Seriously, TI is having major problems in dealing with
independent programming houses. Few of the major Atari and Apple hits have been translated for Radio
Shack or TI, and both suffer from a lack of gaming software. Then there are the really new computers: Any of
these could become a tremendous game machine or a big flop. Right now, they obviously suffer from a lack of
games. It plays all the Coleco games, and enhanced versions of them as well. The Apple is the most
expensive. Does it offer any advantages? Dungeons and Dragons-type, war and strategy games and
heavy-duty brainteasers. There are more of these available for the Apple than for any other computer. A big
part of the arcade experience is sound, and the Apple is clearly inferior to Atari and Commodore on that score.
Another disadvantage of the Apple is that you must have a disk drive, since it has no cartridge ports like the
others. The 64 and Ataris are rigged to hook right into your color TV, too, unlike the Apple. For most people,
the choice will be either an Atari or a Commodore. What factors should you consider here? This stems from
the product change Atari is now going through. The venerable and are being phased out and replaced by the
XL and XL. During this changeover, the and are selling at tremendous discounts. For bargain hunters, this is a
great chance to pick up a sophisticated game machine at a tremendous discount. This is important now that
multi-player games such as Boulders and Bombs from CBS are becoming more popular. The new Atari
computer will be software-compatible with the older machines, feature 88K memory and have two joystick
ports like the The Atari game library is tilted toward arcade action, though many strategy and adventures are
available. Often the disk version is released first, followed a few months later by the cartridge. You might
have to wait a few months for new Apple and Atari hits to be translated, but this situation may soon be
reversed as more programmers develop games exclusively for the The music and sound are incredible. These
are some hit games available for both: If graphics are a key point for you, check out this point. Lower Prices in
Sight The fast-paced computer world changes every day. New products hit the shelves, week-old computers
become obsolete, prices are slashed left and right. And it will have a major impact on the home computer
market. Other computer prices may also piummet. Assembly language programming wizard who was the
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author of the Zaxxon clone "Arcturus". All products were written under the North Hills Software banner, a
company Mr. Bies formed when he was 14 years old.. John was 41 years old when he died of liver cancer on
December 27th, First issue was published in August Subsequent years contain 10 issues with July and
August not being published except as "Special Issues". Ceased publication in October The site of an
archeological dig in the Scott, Foresman and Company Reading Flight educational cartridge. Simpson, Gerald
Luecke, Don L. Cannon and David H. Notice of publication 99er 4: Ticknor and Fields, - Computer Space
Adventures. Creative Programming Inc, Robertson and Henry M. Singer and Tony E. Manning and Lon
Ingalsbe. Texas Instruments, 12 April Bitter and Roger S. Robertson and Terry F. Regena aka Cheryl
Whitelaw. Vol 1, Vol 2 and Vol 3. Orbis Publishing Ltd, London, Using your TI in business. Programs and
Possibilities -- Paul Garrison. Schreiber and Allen R. Hunter and Gregory L. Texas Instruments, 28 March
Dow with Donna Borland Dow. Lewis and Theresa Overall. Texas Instruments, April Texas Instruments Tutor -- Steve Barstad. Peter Hoddie, and Mike Dodd. One of the "enemies" that you must confront in the
Chisolm Trail game. Bell Labs scientist, who along with John Bardeen and William Shockley, invented the
transistor in A four-program cartridge software series designed by Milton Bradley for use with or without the
MBX voice recognition system. Intended to allow children to discover, explore and learn through video
enhanced educational methods. A company formed by the Carlston brothers, Gary and Doug, who used their
native Scandanavian language to name the company. Broderbund literally means brother company. See also
Enthusiast 99, Sep83, p. Titles Broderbund verifiably released for other home computers of the day included:
5: Racewalking Tips and Information for Beginners
Fun and Games with your TI/4A: Speed Walkerâ€”Fun to Program your TI* Texas Instruments TI/4A Programme.

6: Reference Section B
The Texas Instruments TI/4A was an early home computer, released in June , originally at a price of US$ Speed Walker
fun to program your TI Series.

7: Speed Walk Toronto
Speed Walker Fun to Program Your Trs [Howard Budin] on www.enganchecubano.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying
offers. Lists six programs that tell fortunes, create coded messages, run races, and play educational games, and
explains how each program is constructed.

8: C64 Programming Books / Downloads - Everything Commodore
Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.

9: TI/4A Big Inventory Sale
- Texas Instruments 99/4A Home Computer Retail Training Guide -- Texas Instruments. - Texas Instruments Basic
Programming for Adults -- staff of TI Computer Advantage Club. - Texas Instruments Computer Awareness Program for
Adults.
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